FRANCE: FEAST UPON A CANAL DU MIDI CULINARY CRUISE & SAVE
7-day / 6-night fully inclusive hotel barge cruises with savings of up to $1300 on selected dates in 2017

Inland waterway cruise specialists Outdoor Travel, has introduced for the 2017 season a NEW Culinarythemed charter cruise aboard the elegant hotel barge Enchanté, cruising through the Southwest of France.
While meandering along the Canal du Midi, you will be treated to an array of culinary delights during the weeklong itinerary.
Ideal as a private charter, this specially-tailored cruise is perfect for a group of friends or family to indulge in
the region’s wonderful products and to meet the artisans behind them. Enchanté is a state-of-the-art, twolevel hotel barge that provides luxurious accommodation with en-suite bathrooms for up to 8 guests.
Embark in Narbonne with a champagne welcome, guests can look forward to appreciating some unique food
experiences of the region - hunting for truffles in the Minervois hills and tasting the elusive white truffle; visiting
a farm breeding the special Petit Gris variety of escargot; and touring L’Oulibo, a long-established olive oil
press that produces the purist extra virgin olive oil from the famous Lucques olive.
Those who enjoy cooking can partake in a ‘hands-on’ French cooking class alongside the Canal du Midi and
enjoy demonstrations throughout the cruise from the onboard chef. There is also the opportunity to visit the
extraordinary indoor market in Narbonne, to choose the ingredients for dinner.
The itinerary provides a wonderful opportunity for just relaxing in the sunshine or to be active, as you wish.
Guests can make use of the spacious sun deck, with alfresco dining area and the gorgeous spa pool, or
choose to walk or cycle along the towpaths.
This unique Culinary Cruise in the company or friends or family offers an attentive 5-person crew, all gourmet
meals including breakfast, lunch and dinners each day, fine wines, an open bar, daily escorted excursions and
local transfers. Cruises are available for charter bookings only at a very special rate from $6075 per person
(was $7390) sharing a twin or double cabin for departures on 19th & 26th March or 2nd April 2017.
For a copy of the e-brochure see: http://bit.ly/2e2MNr8
For hotel barge price details see: http://bit.ly/2fbBjQq
Outdoor Travel can help with flights, tour bookings, travel insurance, accommodation and any other travel
arrangements - email our Fares Desk consultants Yvette, Kristen or Lucie at fares@outdoortravel.com.au or
call directly on (03) 57501 441 to discuss your itinerary and plans.
Contact Outdoor Travel for more details or a free colour brochure and to make your reservation:
Call Toll free: 1800 331 582 or (03) 57551743 or Fax (03) 57501020
Email: info@outdoortravel.com.au
Web: http://www.outdoortravel.com.au
Mail: Outdoor Travel Pty Ltd, PO Box 286, Bright VIC 3741, Australia.

